
There’s nothing more exciting than the look 
and feel of a brand new car. But let’s face 
it. Things don’t always go as planned and 
that sparkling new car won’t be showroom 
new forever. An unexpected chip in the 
windshield caused by a stone… a flat tire 
due to debris in the road… that first door 
ding… or simply running out of fuel. 

From 24-hour roadside assistance to lost 
or stolen key/remotes, our Classic Signature 
A la Carte program gives you the option 
to choose from 6 powerful programs 
in 6 convenient packages. Choose the 
programs that are most important and 
valuable to you based on your driving habits 
and needs. 

Each program is supported by a team of 
trained professionals that is dedicated to 
providing the best service and support in the 
industry –– making the claims process fast 
and simple. 

The chart below will help you select the 
package that’s best for you based on the 
contents of each package, your specific needs, 
and your driving habits. 

24-Hour Roadside Assistance  
–– Whether you travel distances 
or around town, our 24-hour 
roadside assistance program is 
like having a friend close by. You 
get 24-hour emergency towing, 
24-hour emergency road service, 
24-hour essential fluids and 
supplies delivery, 24-hour flat tire 
assistance, 24-hour emergency 
battery assistance, 24-hour 
lockout service, and more!

Tire & Wheel Protection  
–– The premier tire and wheel 
program in the industry, Classic 
Signature Al a Carte covers flat 
tires, wheel and rim protection, mounting 
and balancing, and replacement in the event 
damage is that severe. 

Tire & Wheel Protection with Curb and 
Cosmetic Repair  
–– Includes all the standard features of our 
popular Classic Signature Al a Carte Tire & 
Wheel Protection (above) PLUS it also includes 
our premium Curb and Cosmetic Repair 
coverage.

Windshield Repair  
–– It’s almost impossible to avoid chips and 
cracks to a front windshield, but if and when 
they occur as a result of stones or rocks hitting 

the windshield or road hazard debris while driving 
on public roads, streets, and highways Classic 
Signature Al a Carte comes to the rescue without 
increasing your insurance premiums. Repairs can 
be done at home, office, or our dealership.

6 powerful programs! 
6 convenient packages!

The choice is yours!

Paintless Dent Repair  
–– There’s nothing more distressing than that first 
door ding. Although door dings are difficult to 
prevent, they’re relatively easy to repair thanks to 
the paintless dent repair option. No paint required. 
Won’t harm your vehicle’s factory finish. No hassle 
claims service. Plus it’s transferable when you sell 
your vehicle to a private purchaser. 

Key/Remote Replacement  
–– Key remotes are expensive to replace 
sometimes costing in the hundreds of dollars. 
The reason is that it’s not just the key, but also 
the programming necessary to reset all keys with 
your vehicle. With this program you’re protected 
in the event that your key/remote is lost, stolen, or 
destroyed. 
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Your salesperson will be pleased to  
review specific details about each of  
the comprehensive Classic Signature  
A la Carte programs available to you. 

Thanks to our unique “bundling” of 
programs, dollar for dollar you get  
more value for your investment than  
by purchasing programs separately.

Comprehensive & Affordable
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6 valuable programs
to keep you moving 
and keep you safe!


